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Transparency in judicial and prosecutorial proceedings Transparency in judicial and prosecutorial proceedings Transparency in judicial and prosecutorial proceedings Transparency in judicial and prosecutorial proceedings is one of is one of is one of is one of 
the most important cornerstones in the most important cornerstones in the most important cornerstones in the most important cornerstones in effective corruption effective corruption effective corruption effective corruption 

prevention.prevention.prevention.prevention.



TransparencyTransparencyTransparencyTransparency is essential:is essential:is essential:is essential:

●●●● Concerning the Concerning the Concerning the Concerning the contentcontentcontentcontent of, and the of, and the of, and the of, and the 
decisiondecisiondecisiondecision----making and decisionmaking and decisionmaking and decisionmaking and decision----takingtakingtakingtaking
within an within an within an within an individual file / caseindividual file / caseindividual file / caseindividual file / case
(will not be dealt with in this speech)(will not be dealt with in this speech)(will not be dealt with in this speech)(will not be dealt with in this speech)

●●●● Concerning the Concerning the Concerning the Concerning the appointmentappointmentappointmentappointment and and and and 
promotionpromotionpromotionpromotion of of of of judgesjudgesjudgesjudges and and and and prosecutorsprosecutorsprosecutorsprosecutors
based on based on based on based on objective evaluation criteriaobjective evaluation criteriaobjective evaluation criteriaobjective evaluation criteria
(the very core of this speech)(the very core of this speech)(the very core of this speech)(the very core of this speech)



Transparent Transparent Transparent Transparent decisions in decisions in decisions in decisions in appointment and promotion appointment and promotion appointment and promotion appointment and promotion 
proceedings in the judiciary proceedings in the judiciary proceedings in the judiciary proceedings in the judiciary are guaranteed when the are guaranteed when the are guaranteed when the are guaranteed when the evaluation evaluation evaluation evaluation 

and selection standards and criteriaand selection standards and criteriaand selection standards and criteriaand selection standards and criteria are: are: are: are: 

●●●● UniformUniformUniformUniform

●●●● Objective Objective Objective Objective (relevant + standardized)(relevant + standardized)(relevant + standardized)(relevant + standardized)

●●●● Valid Valid Valid Valid (reliable, accurate)(reliable, accurate)(reliable, accurate)(reliable, accurate)

●●●● Not politically influencedNot politically influencedNot politically influencedNot politically influenced



UniformityUniformityUniformityUniformity

●●●● Does Does Does Does notnotnotnot mean mean mean mean that all GRECO memberthat all GRECO memberthat all GRECO memberthat all GRECO member
states should have an states should have an states should have an states should have an identical appointmentidentical appointmentidentical appointmentidentical appointment
and promotion system and promotion system and promotion system and promotion system (or election system).(or election system).(or election system).(or election system).

Different judicial and prosecutorial cultures,Different judicial and prosecutorial cultures,Different judicial and prosecutorial cultures,Different judicial and prosecutorial cultures,
backgrounds and settings have to be backgrounds and settings have to be backgrounds and settings have to be backgrounds and settings have to be respected.respected.respected.respected.

●●●● But:But:But:But: Within a given appointment and promotionWithin a given appointment and promotionWithin a given appointment and promotionWithin a given appointment and promotion
systemsystemsystemsystem, the selection , the selection , the selection , the selection standardsstandardsstandardsstandards should be the should be the should be the should be the 
same for each and everyonesame for each and everyonesame for each and everyonesame for each and everyone, irrespective of, irrespective of, irrespective of, irrespective of
rank and “celebrity”.rank and “celebrity”.rank and “celebrity”.rank and “celebrity”.



Objectivity (1)Objectivity (1)Objectivity (1)Objectivity (1)

●●●● In view of the In view of the In view of the In view of the principle of judicial principle of judicial principle of judicial principle of judicial 
independence independence independence independence (prosecutorial autonomy),(prosecutorial autonomy),(prosecutorial autonomy),(prosecutorial autonomy),
the the the the “good” or “bad” content of a decision “good” or “bad” content of a decision “good” or “bad” content of a decision “good” or “bad” content of a decision 
(judgment; indictment or dismissal) should(judgment; indictment or dismissal) should(judgment; indictment or dismissal) should(judgment; indictment or dismissal) should
nevernevernevernever be an be an be an be an evaluation criterion.evaluation criterion.evaluation criterion.evaluation criterion.



Objectivity (2)Objectivity (2)Objectivity (2)Objectivity (2)

Relevant criteria for the appraisal Relevant criteria for the appraisal Relevant criteria for the appraisal Relevant criteria for the appraisal of a judge orof a judge orof a judge orof a judge or
prosecutor may be:prosecutor may be:prosecutor may be:prosecutor may be:

●●●● LegalLegalLegalLegal andandandand judicial capacities and skills judicial capacities and skills judicial capacities and skills judicial capacities and skills 

(Does he / she grab the essence of a case (Does he / she grab the essence of a case (Does he / she grab the essence of a case (Does he / she grab the essence of a case 
easily? Are the proposed solutions practicableeasily? Are the proposed solutions practicableeasily? Are the proposed solutions practicableeasily? Are the proposed solutions practicable
and enforceable? And accepted by the parties?)and enforceable? And accepted by the parties?)and enforceable? And accepted by the parties?)and enforceable? And accepted by the parties?)



Objectivity (3)Objectivity (3)Objectivity (3)Objectivity (3)

Relevant criteria for the appraisal Relevant criteria for the appraisal Relevant criteria for the appraisal Relevant criteria for the appraisal of a judge orof a judge orof a judge orof a judge or
prosecutor may be:prosecutor may be:prosecutor may be:prosecutor may be:

●●●● Ethical and social capacities and skillsEthical and social capacities and skillsEthical and social capacities and skillsEthical and social capacities and skills

(Does he / she show a decent and contained(Does he / she show a decent and contained(Does he / she show a decent and contained(Does he / she show a decent and contained
professional conduct? Is he / she adequatelyprofessional conduct? Is he / she adequatelyprofessional conduct? Is he / she adequatelyprofessional conduct? Is he / she adequately
polite towards advocates and the public?polite towards advocates and the public?polite towards advocates and the public?polite towards advocates and the public?
Is he / she willing to help less experiencedIs he / she willing to help less experiencedIs he / she willing to help less experiencedIs he / she willing to help less experienced
colleagues or colleagues in trouble?) colleagues or colleagues in trouble?) colleagues or colleagues in trouble?) colleagues or colleagues in trouble?) 



Objectivity (4)Objectivity (4)Objectivity (4)Objectivity (4)

Relevant criteria for the appraisal Relevant criteria for the appraisal Relevant criteria for the appraisal Relevant criteria for the appraisal of a judge orof a judge orof a judge orof a judge or
prosecutor may be:prosecutor may be:prosecutor may be:prosecutor may be:

●●●● Administrative, management and leadershipAdministrative, management and leadershipAdministrative, management and leadershipAdministrative, management and leadership
capacities and skillscapacities and skillscapacities and skillscapacities and skills

(Is he / she willing and apt to contribute to the(Is he / she willing and apt to contribute to the(Is he / she willing and apt to contribute to the(Is he / she willing and apt to contribute to the
proper functioning of the court / the prosecutionproper functioning of the court / the prosecutionproper functioning of the court / the prosecutionproper functioning of the court / the prosecution
service? Does he / she have an eye for budgetservice? Does he / she have an eye for budgetservice? Does he / she have an eye for budgetservice? Does he / she have an eye for budget----
tarytarytarytary constraints? constraints? constraints? constraints? 
Can he / she motivate “subordinates” and lead Can he / she motivate “subordinates” and lead Can he / she motivate “subordinates” and lead Can he / she motivate “subordinates” and lead 
them through change processes?)them through change processes?)them through change processes?)them through change processes?)



Objectivity (5)Objectivity (5)Objectivity (5)Objectivity (5)

Relevant criteria for the appraisal Relevant criteria for the appraisal Relevant criteria for the appraisal Relevant criteria for the appraisal of a judge orof a judge orof a judge orof a judge or
prosecutor may be:prosecutor may be:prosecutor may be:prosecutor may be:

●●●● Numerical performancesNumerical performancesNumerical performancesNumerical performances

(Is he / she able to stem the workload? Can(Is he / she able to stem the workload? Can(Is he / she able to stem the workload? Can(Is he / she able to stem the workload? Can
he / she detect priorities and react accordingly?he / she detect priorities and react accordingly?he / she detect priorities and react accordingly?he / she detect priorities and react accordingly?
Problematic:Problematic:Problematic:Problematic: Are his / her decisions upheld orAre his / her decisions upheld orAre his / her decisions upheld orAre his / her decisions upheld or
quashed in a higher instance?)quashed in a higher instance?)quashed in a higher instance?)quashed in a higher instance?)



Validity (Reliability, Accurateness) (1)Validity (Reliability, Accurateness) (1)Validity (Reliability, Accurateness) (1)Validity (Reliability, Accurateness) (1)

OnceOnceOnceOnce relevant, objective and standardized criteria relevant, objective and standardized criteria relevant, objective and standardized criteria relevant, objective and standardized criteria forforforfor
the appraisal of a judge’s / prosecutor’s performances,the appraisal of a judge’s / prosecutor’s performances,the appraisal of a judge’s / prosecutor’s performances,the appraisal of a judge’s / prosecutor’s performances,
capacities and skills capacities and skills capacities and skills capacities and skills are setare setare setare set, the , the , the , the next task next task next task next task is tois tois tois to
guarantee the comparability guarantee the comparability guarantee the comparability guarantee the comparability –––– i.e. reliability and i.e. reliability and i.e. reliability and i.e. reliability and 
accurateness accurateness accurateness accurateness –––– of the evaluation reports of the evaluation reports of the evaluation reports of the evaluation reports by:by:by:by:

●●●● Implementing safeguards Implementing safeguards Implementing safeguards Implementing safeguards / mechanisms / mechanisms / mechanisms / mechanisms 
againstagainstagainstagainst overly friendlyoverly friendlyoverly friendlyoverly friendly or overly optimistic or overly optimistic or overly optimistic or overly optimistic 
appraisalsappraisalsappraisalsappraisals

●●●● Training the evaluators Training the evaluators Training the evaluators Training the evaluators (chief (chief (chief (chief 
judges + chief prosecutors)judges + chief prosecutors)judges + chief prosecutors)judges + chief prosecutors)



Validity (Reliability, Accurateness) (2)Validity (Reliability, Accurateness) (2)Validity (Reliability, Accurateness) (2)Validity (Reliability, Accurateness) (2)

Implementing safeguards against overly friendlyImplementing safeguards against overly friendlyImplementing safeguards against overly friendlyImplementing safeguards against overly friendly
appraisalsappraisalsappraisalsappraisals

Appraisals are Appraisals are Appraisals are Appraisals are only a valid basis only a valid basis only a valid basis only a valid basis for appointmentfor appointmentfor appointmentfor appointment
and promotion decisions and promotion decisions and promotion decisions and promotion decisions if “happy sheets” are if “happy sheets” are if “happy sheets” are if “happy sheets” are 
avoidedavoidedavoidedavoided (though it is much more convenient to assess(though it is much more convenient to assess(though it is much more convenient to assess(though it is much more convenient to assess
each “subordinate” as “outstanding”….).each “subordinate” as “outstanding”….).each “subordinate” as “outstanding”….).each “subordinate” as “outstanding”….).

Performance reports Performance reports Performance reports Performance reports should be should be should be should be friendly in tendencyfriendly in tendencyfriendly in tendencyfriendly in tendency,,,,
but always but always but always but always honesthonesthonesthonest and and and and credible.credible.credible.credible.

Idea of “soft quotas” Idea of “soft quotas” Idea of “soft quotas” Idea of “soft quotas” (e.g.: goal is not to have (e.g.: goal is not to have (e.g.: goal is not to have (e.g.: goal is not to have 
more than 3 % with the highest grade in a more than 3 % with the highest grade in a more than 3 % with the highest grade in a more than 3 % with the highest grade in a 
given system in a given period of time)given system in a given period of time)given system in a given period of time)given system in a given period of time)



Validity (Reliability, Accurateness) (3)Validity (Reliability, Accurateness) (3)Validity (Reliability, Accurateness) (3)Validity (Reliability, Accurateness) (3)

Training the evaluatorsTraining the evaluatorsTraining the evaluatorsTraining the evaluators

Chief judges and chief prosecutorsChief judges and chief prosecutorsChief judges and chief prosecutorsChief judges and chief prosecutors
are are are are notnotnotnot necessarily necessarily necessarily necessarily “naturally“naturally“naturally“naturally----born”born”born”born”
evaluators.evaluators.evaluators.evaluators.

They must They must They must They must learn how to assess learn how to assess learn how to assess learn how to assess andandandand
how to properly describe the stronghow to properly describe the stronghow to properly describe the stronghow to properly describe the strong
and the weak pointsand the weak pointsand the weak pointsand the weak points of the evaluated personof the evaluated personof the evaluated personof the evaluated person
(need for a (need for a (need for a (need for a “common code” “common code” “common code” “common code” with those who finally with those who finally with those who finally with those who finally 
select select select select –––– and those who decide on an appeal). and those who decide on an appeal). and those who decide on an appeal). and those who decide on an appeal). 

DRA annually DRA annually DRA annually DRA annually carries out handscarries out handscarries out handscarries out hands----on on on on performance assessment workshops!performance assessment workshops!performance assessment workshops!performance assessment workshops!



Freeness of political influence (1)Freeness of political influence (1)Freeness of political influence (1)Freeness of political influence (1)

AppointmentsAppointmentsAppointmentsAppointments and above all and above all and above all and above all promotions concerningpromotions concerningpromotions concerningpromotions concerning
highhighhighhigh----ranking vacant postsranking vacant postsranking vacant postsranking vacant posts are only truly are only truly are only truly are only truly transparenttransparenttransparenttransparent
and and and and traceabletraceabletraceabletraceable if:if:if:if:

●●●● An An An An open competition procedure open competition procedure open competition procedure open competition procedure is launchedis launchedis launchedis launched
(no pre(no pre(no pre(no pre----decision taken in closed chambers!).decision taken in closed chambers!).decision taken in closed chambers!).decision taken in closed chambers!).

●●●● An An An An upupupup----totototo----date peerdate peerdate peerdate peer----totototo----peer appraisal withoutpeer appraisal withoutpeer appraisal withoutpeer appraisal without
external influence of each and every candidateexternal influence of each and every candidateexternal influence of each and every candidateexternal influence of each and every candidate
takes place (no complaisance appraisals!).takes place (no complaisance appraisals!).takes place (no complaisance appraisals!).takes place (no complaisance appraisals!).



Freeness of political influence (2)Freeness of political influence (2)Freeness of political influence (2)Freeness of political influence (2)

AppointmentsAppointmentsAppointmentsAppointments and above all and above all and above all and above all promotions concerningpromotions concerningpromotions concerningpromotions concerning
highhighhighhigh----ranking vacant postsranking vacant postsranking vacant postsranking vacant posts are only truly are only truly are only truly are only truly transparenttransparenttransparenttransparent
and and and and traceabletraceabletraceabletraceable if:if:if:if:

●●●● A politically independent / autonomous (elected)A politically independent / autonomous (elected)A politically independent / autonomous (elected)A politically independent / autonomous (elected)
body body body body (e.g.: panel in a court; high judicial / pro(e.g.: panel in a court; high judicial / pro(e.g.: panel in a court; high judicial / pro(e.g.: panel in a court; high judicial / pro----
secutorialsecutorialsecutorialsecutorial council; council for judicial / council; council for judicial / council; council for judicial / council; council for judicial / prosecuprosecuprosecuprosecu----
torialtorialtorialtorial appointments; judicial appointments appointments; judicial appointments appointments; judicial appointments appointments; judicial appointments 
commission) commission) commission) commission) has has has has at least coat least coat least coat least co----decisiondecisiondecisiondecision powers.powers.powers.powers.

●●●● An An An An unsuccessful candidate unsuccessful candidate unsuccessful candidate unsuccessful candidate for appointment orfor appointment orfor appointment orfor appointment or
promotion has the promotion has the promotion has the promotion has the possibility to challenge possibility to challenge possibility to challenge possibility to challenge thethethethe
decision decision decision decision in a court or another independent body.in a court or another independent body.in a court or another independent body.in a court or another independent body.



Thank you for your kind attention!


